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Synopsis
Follow Nick Brodie’s journey to discover the history of his kinfolk and their arrival in Australia. KIN provides a unique insight into Australia’s colonial story: colonies grow and wars are fought as Nick traces his family across land and sea, in their everyday occupations and through their hardships and most memorable events. From convicts, goldminers and sailors, to high-country horsemen, nurses and soldiers and almost everyone in between. KIN is about generations of real Australian families living real lives. Nick Brodie is a historian, archaeologist, writer and university lecturer. Born in country New South Wales, his fascination with the past dates back to when he was old enough to dig in his parents’ backyard. The rusty objects and broken bottles he uncovered have since been lost, but his tenacious curiosity and a passion for exploring history remain.
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Customer Reviews
Nick Brodie has told the history of Australia using his family, beginning with his ancestors who first arrived on our shores and finishing with his grandparents’ stories. As he details the life of each of these people he sets them in the context of their times. Definitely an interesting read, full of life and
not a dry listing of names, dates and happenings.

A measured, insightful and different perspective about the history of Australia. It is surprisingly easy to read even though it tells of the lives of people one does not know. This book makes us all feel connected, which is surely a great lesson in world peace.
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